Crestron Mercury™
All-in-one meeting and collaboration solution

- Full open SIP conference phone
- Built-in AirMedia® for wireless presentation
- Room scheduling & one-touch joins
- Unbelievable microphone & speaker quality
- Bluetooth® audio pairs with mobile phones
- Cloud-based provisioning & management
- High visibility mute indicator
- Room calendar & meeting start OSD
- Support for any web collaboration application
- Built-in occupancy sensor for usage data & automation
Easy to Deploy, Easy to Use, Easy to Manage

**Dual LAN ports**
- Enable different applications on different physical networks to fit your infrastructure. Put voice or AirMedia (or both) on a secondary LAN port to keep it segmented.

**HDMI® In & Out**
- Display video conference screen and presentation content running on your laptop on the large screen TV in the room.
- Connect a laptop or other HD source (optional – activate and manage license as needed).

**Universal TV control**
- Control any TV in your rooms. Crestron supports RS-232, CEC, and IR control while allowing you to add your own drivers.

**USB Camera In & Out**
- Use the room camera rather than the laptop camera for web conferencing so that the far end can see the whole room.
- Plus, enjoy superior audio, leveraging the professional built-in speakers and microphone.

**Power over Ethernet Plus or 24V power supply**

**Microphones**
- Add up to two Mercury microphone pods for larger tables – provides convenient remote mute buttons for participants at seats all around the table.

**USB Camera In & Out**
- Use the room camera rather than the laptop camera for web conferencing so that the far end can see the whole room.
- Plus, enjoy superior audio, leveraging the professional built-in speakers and microphone.